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1. Introduction
The theory of word-based stream ciphers [1–3] requires the study of complexity measures for
multisequences, i.e., for parallel streams of ﬁnitely many sequences. In this direction, joint linear
complexity, joint linear complexity proﬁle, and error linear complexity of multisequences have been
investigated (see [4–8]). We consider the k-error joint linear complexity, the k-error Fq-linear com-
plexity, and the k-error joint linear complexity, and in the present paper we ﬁnd analogs and im-
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of multisequences.
A good keystream sequence must not only possess a large linear complexity, but also a large
k-error linear complexity for relatively high values of k. Therefore it is interesting to ﬁnd suitable
parameters for which we can make the linear complexity and the error linear complexity simultane-
ously large. In the book of Ding, Xiao, and Shan [9, Section 7.1], a belief has been expressed that there
may be a trade-off between the linear complexity L(S) and the k-error linear complexity LN,k(S) (or
rather the closely related k-error sphere complexity) of a periodic sequence S . In particular, it has
been conjectured that for any N-periodic binary sequence S and for any positive integer k  N we
have
SCN,k(S) + L(S)
(
1+ 1
k
)
N − 1, (1)
where SCN,k(S) is the k-error sphere complexity of the sequence S . One can see that LN,k(S) =
min(SCN,k(S), L(S)), and so the above conjecture (1) would also be valid with the replacement of
SCN,k(S) by LN,k(S). In [10] the conjecture has been disproved by providing several examples for
which the inequality (1) is not valid for many values of k. In fact, one of the results in that paper
shows that for almost all primes N there exist N-periodic single sequences over F2 with maximal
linear complexity N and k-error linear complexity equal to N − 1, for relatively large values of k 1.
Extending this result, in [11, Theorem 1] it has been proved that there are inﬁnitely many primes
N such that there exist N-periodic single sequences over an arbitrary but ﬁxed ﬁnite ﬁeld Fq with
maximal linear complexity N and k-error linear complexity at least N − 1 for all positive integers
k  N0.677/(2 logN). In a more general case, the problem of what proportion of single sequences
have large k-error linear complexity relative to the period length N , among all N-periodic single
sequences with maximal linear complexity N , was considered in [12]. In a different direction, the
k-error linear complexity over Fp of Legendre and Sidelnikov (binary) sequences, where p is an odd
prime, was considered in [13], and it was shown that the inequality (1) is violated for many values
of k. Recently, Hu et al. [14] established improved lower bounds and asymptotic results for the case
of single sequences. In the present paper, we will show that analogous results are also valid in the
case of multisequences. In fact, we will present reﬁned results in Sections 3 and 4 by combining ideas
from [6] and [14].
2. Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, let Fq denote the ﬁnite ﬁeld containing q elements and let p be the char-
acteristic of Fq .
2.1. Joint linear complexity
Let m and N be two positive integers. We denote an m-fold N-periodic multisequence consisting
of m parallel streams of N-periodic sequences S1, . . . , Sm over Fq by S = (S1, . . . , Sm). The joint linear
complexity L(S) = L(S1, . . . , Sm) of S is the least order of a linear recurrence relation over Fq that
simultaneously generates each sequence Su , 1  u  m. We have the following result on the joint
linear complexity of periodic multisequences [15, p. 65].
Theorem 2.1. Let S = (S1, . . . , Sm) be an m-fold N-periodic multisequence over Fq and let Su = (su1, su2,
. . . , suN)∞ for 1 u m. Then the joint linear complexity of the multisequence S is given by
L(S) = N − deg(gcd(S(N)1 (x), . . . , S(N)m (x), xN − 1)), (2)
where S(N)u (x) = su1 + su2x+ · · · + suNxN−1 is the generating function of Su .
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length N , depend on the factorization of xN − 1. In this and the next section we let: N = pvn be a
positive integer with integers v  0 and n  1 such that gcd(n,q) = 1; n1,n2, . . . ,nr be the distinct
positive divisors of n; di be the multiplicative order of q modulo ni for 1 i  r. Then we have the
canonical factorization
xN − 1 =
r∏
i=1
hi∏
j=1
f i j(x)
pv
over Fq , where hi = φ(ni)di and each f i j(x) is a monic irreducible polynomial of degree di over Fq (see
[16, Section 2.4]).
We use the ideas presented in [4,6] on the polynomial vector interpretation of periodic multise-
quences and the corresponding system of congruences of polynomial vectors modulo the irreducible
polynomials f i j , 1  j  hi and 1  i  r, in the proofs below. For convenience let us recall some
basic identities on the polynomial vector interpretation of multisequences. With the notation for the
canonical factorization of xN − 1 above, for each u = 1, . . . ,m, we consider the system of polynomial
congruences
S(N)u (x) ≡ s(u)i j (x) mod f i j(x)p
v
for 1 i  r and 1 j  hi, (3)
where the s(u)i j (x) are given polynomials over Fq of degree less than di p
v . Let S(N)(x) = (S(N)1 (x),
. . . , S(N)m (x)) and si j(x) = (s(1)i j (x), . . . , s(m)i j (x)), and then by (3) we have
S(N)(x) ≡ si j(x) mod f i j(x)pv for 1 i  r and 1 j  hi, (4)
where the congruence is meant to hold componentwise. Then one can check that, by the identities (2)
and (4), the joint linear complexity of S is given by
L(S) =
r∑
i=1
hi∑
j=1
(
pv − wij
)
di, (5)
where wij is the largest integer  pv such that f i j(x)wij divides s(u)i j (x) for all u = 1, . . . ,m.
2.2. Error linear complexity measures for periodic multisequences
An m-fold N-periodic multisequence S can be interpreted as an m× N matrix over Fq . The follow-
ing deﬁnitions of term, column, term distance, and column distance also suit this interpretation (see
also [6, Section 2.3]).
Let S = (S1, . . . , Sm) be an m-fold multisequence over Fq . A term in S is deﬁned to be a term of Su
for some u, 1  u m. A column in S is meant to be the column vector (s1i, . . . , smi) in Fmq formed
by the ith terms of S1, . . . , Sm , for some integer i  1.
Deﬁnition 2.1. Let S = (S1, . . . , Sm) and T = (T1, . . . , Tm) be two m-fold N-periodic multisequences
over Fq and denote the m × N matrix of the ﬁrst period of S and T by S and T, respectively. We
deﬁne the term distance δT (S, T) between S and T as the number of entries in S that are different
from the corresponding entries in T, and the column distance δC (S, T) as the number of columns in S
that are different from the corresponding columns in T. We deﬁne the individual distances vector by
δV (S, T) = (δ1, . . . , δm), where δu is the Hamming distance between the uth rows of S and T for
1 u m.
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mN , the k-error joint linear complexity Lk(S) of S is given by
Lk(S) = minT L(
T),
where the minimum is taken over all m-fold N-periodic multisequences T over Fq with term distance
δT (S, T) k.
Deﬁnition 2.3. Let S be an m-fold N-periodic multisequence over Fq . For an integer k with 0 k N ,
the k-error Fq-linear complexity L
q
k(
S) of S is given by
Lqk(
S) =min
T
L(T),
where the minimum is taken over all m-fold N-periodic multisequences T over Fq with column dis-
tance δC (S, T) k.
For k = (k1, . . . ,km) and k′ = (k′1, . . . ,k′m) in Zm , we say that k k′ if ku  k′u for 1 u m, which
induces a partial order on Zm .
Deﬁnition 2.4. Let S = (S1, . . . , Sm) be an m-fold N-periodic multisequence over Fq . For k =
(k1, . . . ,km) ∈ Zm with 0  ku  N for 1  u  m, the k-error joint linear complexity Lk(S) of S is
given by
Lk(S) = minT L(
T),
where the minimum is taken over all m-fold N-periodic multisequences T over Fq with δV (S, T) k.
Suppose the term distance δT (S, T) between two m-fold N-periodic multisequences S and T over
Fq is equal to k. Then the error positions in S can be identiﬁed with a multisequence E, which
is the termwise difference between S and T, having k nonzero terms in each period of length N .
Furthermore, we have the relation
S(N)(x) − T(N)(x) = E(N)(x)
between the corresponding polynomial vectors. Similar identities can be obtained for the other two
cases, the column distance and the individual distances vector.
3. Lower bounds
For cryptographic purposes one is interested in (multi)sequences with a guaranteed large error
(joint) linear complexity. We now prove an improved lower bound on the k-error joint linear com-
plexity of multisequences that have maximum joint linear complexity N . We also present a lower
bound on the number of such multisequences.
First we present a lemma which is used in the proof of Theorem 3.1. For this purpose we deﬁne
a set E1(N,k) of admissible errors with respect to the term distance. Let k be an integer such that
1  k  mN . Let E1(N,k) be the set of all polynomial vectors corresponding to m-fold N-periodic
nonzero multisequences over Fq with k or fewer nonzero elements and let E1(N,k, f (x)l) denote the
set {E(N)(x) mod f (x)l: E(N)(x) ∈ E1(N,k)}
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Lemma 3.1. Let E1(N,k) be as deﬁned above. Let f (x) be an irreducible factor of xN − 1 of order ni and let l
be an integer such that 1 l+ 1 pv . Let w be the least integer with pw  l+ 1. Then the number of distinct
residue classes in E1(N,k) modulo f (x)l+1 satisﬁes
∣∣E1(N,k, f (x)l+1)∣∣ k∑
τ=1
(
mpwni
τ
)
(q − 1)τ .
Proof. First note that the order of f (x)l+1 is pwni by [16, Theorem 3.8]. For any E(N)(x) ∈ E1(N,k), a
component E(N)u (x), 1 u m, of the polynomial vector E(N)(x) is of the form
E(N)u (x) =
ku∑
j=1
eujx
tu j ,
where 0  tu1 < · · · < tuku < N , 1  k1 + · · · + km  k, and euj ∈ F∗q . Let tu j ≡ buj mod pwni , where
0 buj < pwni . Then we have
E(N)u (x) ≡
ku∑
j=1
eujx
buj mod
(
xp
wni − 1).
Since f (x)l+1|(xpwni − 1), we obtain
E(N)u (x) ≡
ku∑
j=1
eujx
buj mod f (x)l+1,
and hence the result. 
Theorem 3.1. Let k be an integer such that 1 k mN. For each i = 1, . . . , r, we choose li as follows: either
we have an integer li with pwi−1 < li + 1 pwi for some integer wi , 0 wi  v, such that
M1i :=
k∑
τ=1
(
mpwini
τ
)
(q − 1)τ < qmdili (qmdi − 1),
or otherwise we set li = pv . Then the numberΩ1 ofm-fold N-periodic multisequences S over Fq with L(S) = N
and Lk(S) N −∑ri=1 liφ(ni) satisﬁes
Ω1 
r∏
i=1
li =pv
qmhidi(p
v−li−1)(qmdili (qmdi − 1)− M1i )hi ·
r∏
i=1
li=pv
qmhidi(p
v−1)(qmdi − 1)hi .
Proof. The proof follows the method of the proof of Theorem 1 in [6]. We ﬁrst prove the existence of
an m-fold N-periodic multisequence S over Fq with L(S) = N and Lk(S) N −∑ri=1 liφ(ni). To show
this, we choose a special set of polynomial vectors si j(x) for 1  i  r and 1  j  hi and construct
a multisequence S from the system of congruences in (4). Let V li j = (Fq[x]/( f l+1i j (x)))m be the set of
polynomial vectors of dimension m whose components are polynomials of degree less than di(l + 1).
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mdil(qmdi − 1). Suppose we have
an integer li , pwi−1 < li + 1 pwi , for some 0 wi  v such that
k∑
τ=1
(
mpwini
τ
)
(q − 1)τ < qmdili (qmdi − 1).
By Lemma 3.1 we have at most
∑k
τ=1
(mpwi ni
τ
)
(q − 1)τ distinct residue classes in E1(N,k, f i j(x)li+1).
This implies that there exists a polynomial vector gi j(x) in V lii j satisfying
gi j(x) ≡ 0 mod f i j(x) and
gi j(x) ≡ E(N)(x) mod f li+1i j (x) for all E(N)(x) ∈ E1(N,k), (6)
for all 1 j  hi . If li = pv , then we choose a polynomial vector gi j(x) ≡ 0 mod f i j(x) whose compo-
nents are polynomials of degree less than di . Set si j(x) = gi j(x). Let S be the multisequence obtained
by solving the following system of congruences using the Chinese Remainder Theorem:
S(N)(x) ≡ si j(x) mod f p
v
i j (x) for 1 i  r and 1 j  hi .
Since we have S(N)(x) ≡ 0 mod f i j(x) for all 1  i  r and 1  j  hi , the joint linear complexity of
the multisequence S is L(S) = N by (5).
Let T = S be an m-fold N-periodic multisequence over Fq which differs from S in k or fewer posi-
tions per period. Then T(N)(x) = S(N)(x)−E(N)(x) for some E(N)(x) ∈ E1(N,k). Note that E1(N,k) repre-
sents the set of all allowed errors in S. If li = pv , then T(N)(x) = S(N)(x)−E(N)(x) ≡ 0 mod f li+1i j (x). For
otherwise si j(x) ≡ E(N)(x) mod f li+1i j (x) for some E(N)(x) ∈ E1(N,k), which is a contradiction to our
choice of the si j(x). Therefore gcd(T (N)1 (x), . . . , T (N)m (x), xN − 1) must be a factor of
∏r
i=1
∏hi
j=1 f
li
i j (x).
This implies L(T)  N −∑ri=1 hilidi . We recall that hidi = φ(ni), and hence the k-error joint linear
complexity of S satisﬁes Lk(S) N −∑ri=1 liφ(ni).
Now we enumerate all possible choices for the si j(x), 1 i  r and 1 j  hi . For any polynomial
vector S(N)(x) corresponding to an m-fold N-periodic multisequence S over Fq , we have the system
of congruences
S(N)(x) ≡ si j(x) mod f p
v
i j (x) for 1 i  r and 1 j  hi, (7)
where the components of si j(x) are polynomials of degree less than di pv . If li = pv , then we set
si j(x) = gi j(x) + f i j(x)pi j(x), where pi j(x) is a polynomial vector whose components are polynomials
of degree less than di(pv − 1). Thus, we have qmdi(pv−1)(qmdi − 1) choices for si j(x) in this case.
Otherwise, i.e., if li = pv , we set si j(x) = gi j(x) + f li+1i j (x)pi j(x), where pi j(x) is a polynomial vector
whose components are polynomials of degree less than di(pv − li − 1). Therefore, in this case, the
number of choices for si j(x) is at least qmdi(pv−li−1)(qmdili (qmdi − 1) −∑kτ=1 (mpwi niτ )(q − 1)τ ). Thus,
the total number of choices for all si j(x), 1 i  r and 1 j  hi , is at least
r∏
i=1
l =pv
qmdihi(p
v−li−1)(qmdili (qmdi − 1)− M1i )hi ·
r∏
i=1
l =pv
qmdihi(p
v−1)(qmdi − 1)hi .i i
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of the si j(x), 1  i  r and 1  j  hi , the system of congruences in (7) yields an m-fold N-periodic
multisequence S over Fq satisfying L(S) = N and Lk(S) N −∑ri=1 liφ(ni). Hence the result. 
The above lower bound is an improvement on the existing results for both the single sequence
and the multisequence cases. The improvement is obtained by combining ideas from [6] and [14].
The following is an important special case of Theorem 3.1, where the period N is relatively prime
to q.
Corollary 3.1. Let gcd(N,q) = 1 and k be an integer with 1 kmN. For each i = 1, . . . , r, set li = 0 if
k∑
τ=0
(
mni
τ
)
(q − 1)τ < qmdi ,
otherwise li = 1. Then the number Ω1 of m-fold N-periodic multisequences S over Fq with L(S) = N and
Lk(S) N −∑ri=1 liφ(ni) satisﬁes
Ω1 
r∏
i=1
(
qmdi −
(
k∑
τ=0
(
mni
τ
)
(q − 1)τ
)1−li) φ(ni )di
.
Proof. First note that φ(ni) = hidi . The result can be obtained by suitably substituting the values in
Theorem 3.1 and algebraic simpliﬁcations. 
Next we deﬁne analogs of the set E1(N,k) of admissible errors for the remaining two cases of
error linear complexity and present the corresponding results without proof.
Let k be an integer such that 1  k  N . Let E2(N,k) be the set of all polynomial vectors corre-
sponding to m-fold N-periodic nonzero multisequences over Fq with k or fewer nonzero columns and
let E2(N,k, f (x)l) denote the set
{E(N)(x) mod f (x)l: E(N)(x) ∈ E2(N,k)}
for any irreducible factor f (x) of xN − 1 and any integer l with 1 l pv .
Let k = (k1, . . . ,km) be a nonzero integer vector such that 0 ku  N for 1 u m. Let E3(N, k)
be the set of all polynomial vectors corresponding to m-fold N-periodic nonzero multisequences E
over Fq with ku or fewer nonzero elements in the uth component sequence Eu and let E3(N, k, f (x)l)
denote the set
{E(N)(x) mod f (x)l: E(N)(x) ∈ E3(N, k)}
for any irreducible factor f (x) of xN − 1 and any integer l with 1 l pv .
We have the following results similar to Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 3.2. Let E2(N,k) be as deﬁned above. Let f (x) be an irreducible factor of xN − 1 of order ni and let l
be an integer such that 1 l+ 1 pv . Let w be the least integer with pw  l+ 1. Then the number of distinct
residue classes in E2(N,k) modulo f (x)l+1 satisﬁes
∣∣E2(N,k, f (x)l+1)∣∣ k∑
τ=1
(
pwni
τ
)(
qm − 1)τ .
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be an integer such that 1 l+ 1 pv . Let w be the least integer with pw  l+ 1. Then the number of distinct
residue classes in E3(N, k) modulo f (x)l+1 satisﬁes
∣∣E3(N, k, f (x)l+1)∣∣−1+ m∏
u=1
ku∑
τ=0
(
pwni
τ
)
(q − 1)τ .
The main step in the proof of Theorem 3.1 is the condition (6). Observe that the enumeration
depends on the number of choices for the gi j where li = pv , which in turn depends on the cardinality
of the allowed errors modulo f i j(x)li+1 represented by E1(N,k, f i j(x)li+1). Therefore a similar result
for the cases of k-error Fq-linear complexity and k-error joint linear complexity can be obtained using
Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 and with a similar argument.
Theorem 3.2. Let k be an integer such that 1 k N. For each i = 1, . . . , r, we choose li as follows: either we
have an integer li with pwi−1 < li + 1 pwi for some integer wi , 0 wi  v, such that
M2i :=
k∑
τ=1
(
pwini
τ
)(
qm − 1)τ < qmdili (qmdi − 1),
or otherwise we set li = pv . Then the numberΩ2 ofm-fold N-periodic multisequences S over Fq with L(S) = N
and Lqk(
S) N −∑ri=1 liφ(ni) satisﬁes
Ω2 
r∏
i=1
li =pv
qmhidi(p
v−li−1)(qmdili (qmdi − 1)− M2i )hi ·
r∏
i=1
li=pv
qmhidi(p
v−1)(qmdi − 1)hi .
Corollary 3.2. Let gcd(N,q) = 1 and k be an integer with 1 k N. For each i = 1, . . . , r, set li = 0 if
k∑
τ=0
(
ni
τ
)(
qm − 1)τ < qmdi ,
otherwise li = 1. Then the number Ω2 of m-fold N-periodic multisequences S over Fq with L(S) = N and
Lqk(
S) N −∑ri=1 liφ(ni) satisﬁes
Ω2 
r∏
i=1
(
qmdi −
(
k∑
τ=0
(
ni
τ
)(
qm − 1)τ
)1−li) φ(ni )di
.
Theorem 3.3. Let k = (k1, . . . ,km) be a nonzero integer vector with 0  ku  N for 1  u  m. For each
i = 1, . . . , r, we choose li as follows: either we have an integer li with pwi−1 < li + 1 pwi for some integer
wi , 0 wi  v, such that
M3i := −1+
m∏
u=1
ku∑
τ=0
(
pwini
τ
)
(q − 1)τ < qmdili (qmdi − 1),
or otherwise we set li = pv . Then the numberΩ3 ofm-fold N-periodic multisequences S over Fq with L(S) = N
and L(S) N −
∑r
i=1 liφ(ni) satisﬁesk
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r∏
i=1
li =pv
qmhidi(p
v−li−1)(qmdili (qmdi − 1)− M3i )hi ·
r∏
i=1
li=pv
qmhidi(p
v−1)(qmdi − 1)hi .
In the above theorem, the ku ’s can be different for 1  u m, whereas in [6, Theorem 3] ku = k
for all 1 u m and 1 k N .
Corollary 3.3. Let gcd(N,q) = 1 and k = (k1, . . . ,km) be a nonzero integer vector with 0 ku  N for 1
u m. For each i = 1, . . . , r, set li = 0 if
m∏
u=1
ku∑
τ=0
(
ni
τ
)
(q − 1)τ < qmdi ,
otherwise li = 1. Then the number Ω3 of m-fold N-periodic multisequences S over Fq with L(S) = N and
Lk(S) N −
∑r
i=1 liφ(ni) satisﬁes
Ω3 
r∏
i=1
(
qmdi −
(
m∏
u=1
ku∑
τ=0
(
ni
τ
)
(q − 1)τ
)1−li) φ(ni )di
.
In the case of single sequences, i.e., if m = 1, the above Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 reduce to the
following result.
Theorem 3.4. Let k be an integer such that 1 k N. For each i = 1, . . . , r, we choose li as follows: either we
have an integer li with pwi−1 < li + 1 pwi for some integer wi , 0 wi  v, such that
Mi :=
k∑
τ=1
(
pwini
τ
)
(q − 1)τ < qdili (qdi − 1),
or otherwise we set li = pv . Then the numberΩ of N-periodic sequences S over Fq with L(S) = N and Lk(S)
N −∑ri=1 liφ(ni) satisﬁes
Ω 
r∏
i=1
li =pv
qhidi(p
v−li−1)(qdili (qdi − 1)− Mi)hi · r∏
i=1
li=pv
qhidi(p
v−1)(qdi − 1)hi .
We view the above result as the currently most general form, by which we mean that all the
existing results in the single sequence case [10–12,14] are improved upon or restricted derivations of
it.
Corollary 3.4. Let gcd(N,q) = 1 and k be an integer with 1 k N. For each i = 1, . . . , r, set li = 0 if
k∑(ni
τ
)
(q − 1)τ < qdi ,τ=0
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i=1 liφ(ni) satisﬁes
Ω 
r∏
i=1
(
qdi −
(
k∑
τ=0
(
ni
τ
)
(q − 1)τ
)1−li) φ(ni )di
.
4. Asymptotic results
In this section we ﬁrst consider the asymptotic case for prime-power period length. We present
the results only for the k-error joint linear complexity of multisequences. Similar results can be given
for the remaining two cases also. For an integer t  2, the entropy function Ht is deﬁned by (cf. [17,
p. 389])
Ht(γ ) = γ logt(t − 1) − γ logt γ − (1− γ ) logt(1− γ ), 0< γ < 1, (8)
where logt denotes the logarithm to the base t . Note that Ht(γ ) → 0 as γ → 0+ and Ht( t−1t ) = 1.
Furthermore, Ht is an increasing function on the interval (0, t−1t ]. By [17, p. 389] we have the follow-
ing result.
Lemma 4.1. Let k and  be positive integers such that 0< k

<
q−1
q . Then we have
k∑
τ=0
(

τ
)
(q − 1)τ  qHq( k ).
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.1. We write H−1q for the inverse
function of the restriction of Hq to (0, q−1q ].
Lemma 4.2. Let n 2 be an integer and put γ =H−1q (n−1n ). Then we have

γmna∑
τ=0
(
mni
τ
)
(q − 1)τ  qmni−1(n−1) for i  a 1.
Let n be an odd prime number such that q is a primitive root modulo n2. Then by [18, Theo-
rem 10.6] it is true that q is a primitive root modulo nλ for all λ 1. Thereby, using Corollary 3.1 and
Lemma 4.2, we have the following result.
Theorem 4.1. Let N = nλ with n an odd prime and an integer λ 1. Let q be a primitive root modulo n2 . Put
γ =H−1q (n−1n ). Then for 1 k < 
γmna with 1 a  λ, the number of m-fold N-periodic multisequencesS over Fq such that L(S) = N and Lk(S) N − na−1 is at least
(
qm − 1) a−1∏
i=1
(
qmn
i−1(n−1) − 1) λ∏
i=a
(
qmn
i−1(n−1) −
k∑
τ=0
(
mni
τ
)
(q − 1)τ
)
.
Now we consider a slightly different case where the period length N is an odd prime power, but
without the condition that q is a primitive root modulo n2. We use the following auxiliary result from
[19, p. 2820].
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modulo n. If qd = 1 + cnρ with gcd(n, c) = 1, ρ  1, then for any 1  j  ρ , the multiplicative order of q
modulo n j is d, and for any i  1, the multiplicative order of q modulo nρ+i is dni .
The following lemma is another immediate consequence of Lemma 4.1.
Lemma 4.4. Suppose that n is an odd prime number different from p and d is the multiplicative order of q
modulo n. Let qd = 1+ cnρ with gcd(n, c) = 1, ρ  1. Put γ =H−1q (d/nρ). Then we have

γmna+ρ∑
τ=0
(
mni+ρ
τ
)
(q − 1)τ  qmnid for i  a 0.
By Corollary 3.1, Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, and some algebraic simpliﬁcations we obtain the following
result.
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that n is an odd prime number different from p and d is the multiplicative order of q
modulo n. Let qd = 1 + cnρ with gcd(n, c) = 1, ρ  1. Let N = nλ with an integer λ > ρ and put γ =
H−1q (d/nρ). Then for any 0< α < 1, there exists an m-fold N-periodic multisequence S over Fq satisfying
L(S) = N and Lk(S) = N + o(N)
for any 1 k < 
γmnρNα.
Now we consider the case of the period length N = pv , where p is the characteristic of Fq . In this
case we use the following consequence of Lemma 4.1.
Lemma 4.5. Let N = pv with an integer v  1 and put γ =H−1q (1/p). Then for any 0< α < 1, we have

γmNα∑
τ=0
(
mpw
τ
)
(q − 1)τ  qmpw−1 ,
where w = αv.
By Theorem 3.1, Lemma 4.5, and some algebraic simpliﬁcations we obtain the following result.
Theorem 4.3. Let N = pv with an integer v  1 and put γ =H−1q (1/p). Then for any 0< α < 1, there is an
m-fold N-periodic multisequence S over Fq satisfying
L(S) = N and Lk(S) = N + o(N)
for any 1 k < 
γmNα.
Now we consider a combination of the earlier two cases, i.e., the period length N = pvnλ with
integers v, λ 1, where p is the characteristic of Fq and n is an odd prime different from p.
Theorem 4.4. Suppose that n is an odd prime number different from p and d is the multiplicative order of q
modulo n. Let qd = 1 + cnρ with gcd(n, c) = 1, ρ  1. Let N = pvnλ with integers v, λ  1 and put γ =
H−1q ( dpnρ ). Then for any 0< α < 1, there exists an m-fold N-periodic multisequence S over Fq satisfying
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for any 1 k < 
γmnρNα.
Proof. We have v, λ are positive integers and N = pvnλ . Therefore N → ∞ is possible in three ways:
(i) v is ﬁxed and λ → ∞; (ii) v → ∞ and λ is ﬁxed; (iii) v → ∞ and λ → ∞. Let w = αv and
a = αλ.
(i) We have v is ﬁxed and so w is ﬁxed for any given 0< α < 1. Let s be the least positive integer
such that ns  pw . Then we can see from Lemma 4.1 that

γmnρNα∑
τ=0
(
mni+s+ρ
τ
)
(q − 1)τ  qmdni+s for i  a 0.
Therefore, by Theorem 3.1, for 1 k < 
γmnρNα there exists an m-fold N-periodic multisequence S
over Fq such that L(S) = N and
Lk(S) pvnλ − pv − pv
a+s+ρ−1∑
i=1
φ
(
ni
)
= pv(nλ − na+s+ρ−1).
We have
lim
λ→∞
pv(nλ − na+s+ρ−1)
pvnλ
= 1,
and hence the result.
(ii) We have λ is ﬁxed and so a is ﬁxed for any given 0< α < 1. Let b be the least positive integer
such that pb  na+ρ . Then we can see from Lemma 4.1 that

γmnρNα∑
τ=0
(
mpw+bni
τ
)
(q − 1)τ  qmdpw+b−1ni−ρ for 0 i  λ.
Therefore, by Theorem 3.1, for 1 k < 
γmnρNα there exists an m-fold N-periodic multisequence S
over Fq such that L(S) = N and
Lk(S) pvnλ − pw+b − pw+b
λ∑
i=1
φ
(
ni
)
= (pv − pw+b)nλ.
We have
lim
v→∞
(pv − pw+b)nλ
pvnλ
= 1,
and hence the result.
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γmnρNα∑
τ=0
(
mpwni+ρ
τ
)
(q − 1)τ  qmdni pw−1 for i  a 0.
Therefore, by Theorem 3.1, for 1 k < 
γmnρNα there exists an m-fold N-periodic multisequence S
over Fq such that L(S) = N and
Lk(S) pvnλ − pv − pv
a−1∑
i=1
φ
(
ni
)− pw λ∑
i=a
φ
(
ni
)
= pvnλ − pv − pv(na−1 − 1)− pw(nλ − na−1)
= (pv − pw)(nλ − na−1).
We have
lim
v→∞,λ→∞
(pv − pw)(nλ − na−1)
pvnλ
= 1,
and hence the result. 
We now consider the most general case where N can be any positive integer. Let N = pvn be a
positive integer with integers v  0 and n 1 such that gcd(n,q) = 1. Let n1,n2, . . . ,nr be the distinct
positive divisors of n and di be the multiplicative order of q modulo ni for 1 i  r.
Theorem 4.5. Let k be an integer such that 1 k mN. For each i = 1, . . . , r, we choose li as follows: either
we have a positive integer li with pwi−1 < li + 1 pwi for some integer wi , 0< wi  v, such that
k
mpwini
<
q − 1
q
and Hq
(
k
mpwini
)
<
lidi
pwini
or we set li = 0 if
k
mni
<
q − 1
q
and Hq
(
k
mni
)
<
di
ni
or otherwise we set li = pv . Then there exists an m-fold N-periodic multisequence S over Fq with L(S) = N
and Lk(S) N −∑ri=1 liφ(ni).
The proof follows from Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 4.1. The advantage of the above theorem is that
one can easily check the inequalities in Theorem 4.5 for any 1  k  mN . By the argument in the
proof of Theorem 3.1, one can construct an m-fold N-periodic multisequence S over Fq satisfying
L(S) = N and Lk(S) N −∑ri=1 liφ(ni). Moreover, one can observe that for all large divisors ni of n, if
the corresponding orders di of q are close to ni (thus we can have li to be smaller), then there exists
an m-fold N-periodic multisequence over Fq with large error linear complexity.
Similar results for the k-error Fq-linear complexity and the k-error joint linear complexity of mul-
tisequences can be given as well.
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